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By Elaina Medina 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
laving with AIDS means Melinda Smith 
may never see the day her 7-year -old daugh-
ter graduates from high school. 
"My life expectancy was cut by 40 years. My 
daughter will be motherless and since I 
chose to have her without a father, my child 
will not have a family," said Smith, 
2'7,  who 
spoke to a small group in the Umtmhum 
room 
on
 Monday aftemomi 
She was on 
campus
 as pat i of "Aids
 
Awareness Week at 
SJSU"  to share her 
day-to-
day 
reality of living with 
AIDS.  
Smith, who 
spends  $4,000 a 
month on 
medication to 





 living with 
HIV 
"I'm here
 because I want 
my
 daughter to 
have a good 
understanding of 
what my life 
has 
been
 like," said Smith, who is a graduate 





Spring registration problems 
eased by computer program 
By Ken 
McNeill 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Students registering for the spring semester can now 
browse SJSU's schedule of classes through three different 
sites on the World Wide 
Web. 
Eric Matthews, systems 
project specialist for 
Admissions and Records, 
has put 
together
 one of 
the sites
 through the 
office's Internet home 
page called Custom Web 




"I watched a student 
on the light -rail train flip-
ping back and forth 
through the schedule try-
ing to mark all the classes 
Eric Matthews 
that met specific 
Systems project specialist 
(General Education) 
requirements, undoubt-
edly ones that were com-
patible with his personal time 
schedule,"  he said. "The 
Custom  Web Schedule can do all that for him." 
The CWS, located at lutp://web.sjsu.eduk-anr/sched-






list courses by GE or also by 
See On-line,
 Back page 
if   




 and forth 
through the schedule 
... 
The Custom Web 
Schedule can do all 
















Daily Staff Report 
Dr.  Fauneil Rion has been described as the first femi-
nist at SJSU, a 
founding member of the National 








leagues  and friends in 
the 
community,  as well.
 
Dr.  Rhin wasn't 
just  a 
friend;















 with us," 
Hammer
 said. "When 












Halli  is 
now a doctor." 
Dr. Rinn 
continued 
to be a role model for 
women until she
 died of 
cancer 
Friday  at the Monterey 





 on and off 
campus, 





Ai   








career  in 
medicine,
 










  PP 





Smith is a 
lesbian, who after
 college, had a 
daughter through
 artificial insemination. 
After her daughter was 
born, Smith got 
involved 
with a woman, she 
thought, was the 
perfect
 mate. 
"This person was a hospital
 administrator, 
50 years
 old, wonderful 
career.
 I thought this 
was it.
 This was like my 
prepackaged
 life. I've 
already
 made the kid, this person's
 bringing 
in hank, I'm 
doing cool. The person didn't 
know
 she was HIV 
positive,"  Smith said. 
It never 
occurred





have been insulted 
if the person 
decided to 
use  harrier 
protection,"
 Smith 
said. She didn't 
find
 out she was 
infected
 
until five years ago
 when she went to 
jail for 
unpaid parking 
tickets. While in 
jail,  Smith 
was 
given an HIV test and
 two days later she 
found out she was HIV -positive. 
See 
AIDS, Back page 
Adapted 
physical education major Richard Patterson, right, suffered
 ago. Since then, Patterson has been confined to a 




accident  while riding an 
all
-terrain  vehicle ride 13 years has relied on the 
aid  of his service





deals  with 
everyday
 life 
It was a hot, April 
afternoon in 1982, when 19 -
year-old Richard Patterson, an admitted adrenaline 
junkie, took off with a neighborhood
 friend to test 
the limits on an all -terrain 
vehicle. His friend took 
the 
first  ride and went down a  path, while Patterson, 
who had never ridden an ATV, watched. 
When it was his turn, Patterson took 
the same 
path, hut he suddenly lost control, 
plummeted
 
down a ravine and was knocked unconscious.
 
The fall was had, but it would 
be
 two weeks before 
Patterson would know just how
 had
 
as he lay in the 
hospital, heavily sedated and 
fighting for his life. 
"The whole family was in 
a state of denial," said his 
sister, Robin. "We weren't 
looking at the big picture. 
we were thinking: 'Will he ever walk again, run again 
or play baseball again?' While 
the doctors were 
telling 
us that Richard was 
going  to die." 
But Richard
 didn't die, despite suffering a severed 
spinal cord and 
a fractured neck. He was told 
he 
would 
never  walk again. The words hit hal 
(1.  
See Patterson. page 7 
by Loretta McCarty Spartan  Daily 
Staff  
Writer  










Spartan Shops expands services 
Reduction 
By 
Sloan  Hruby  
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
To the casual observer it might not be 
evident,  hut in the last three years Spartan 
'shops has fought hard to keep an equi-
table business while providing diverse ser-
vices to the student
 hotly. 
A,./mting










bat iges can he 







 going up 
ii 
id 
reduced student enrollment. 
"About 15 








were in deep trouble,-
 he said. In 





sticking to what Duval calls "historical cer-
tainties," in 1995, Spartan Shops has gen-





Shops  was 
designed _Is .1 








has been a 
contributor  
towaid the campus. Between 1964-'65, 
Spartan Shops 
contributed
 more than a 
million dollars toward what is
 
now known 
as the Student Union. 




















Concert al p.m. 
Friday-  and Saturday at St. 
.joseph 
:athedral  in 
downtown  San Jose. 
The colicert will be performed
 by 300 SJSU 
singers and 







Choraliers  and 
the bill svmph lllll 
orchestra.  
The SPA: 
professors  of 


















































dream of sailing around the 




In a virtual replay of scenes from 
the new movie "Money Train," 
two men squeezed a flammable 
liquid into a subway booth and 
ignited it, blowing it up 
 Page 8 
Hacker  
convicted  
A hackei who pleaded 




from a bank and ngging contests 
was sentenced to 41 months in 
prison 
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Your words 




















busines.s  WOrld 





 it without 
reaS011 t/I- 









 the usual 
consequences
 can he 






 a young women





her for a 
opening
 we had. 
Trying to 
learn more 
about  her. I 
asked
 what her 
goals  were 
She  said she 
wanted  to be a 
strong  
contributor
 to the 
team, but 
would never 
consider,  not for 
one  moment. 
being
 sr >met m e's secretary. 
( lurions to 
know why she
 WiLS S1).1(1.1111.1111.
 I f /111.ned
 
the 
question.  "I 
never  want to 
be the sit 




swings,"  she 
said.
 
I never forgot 
her  words, and 
}lase  alWaNS tried to 
adirpt  them. As a 
manager  of many 
people
 during the 
peak of ins 
career,
 I valued my ability 
to
 keep my per-
cc aril life outside the office. 
That policy worked 





 we were in a 
business setting,
 we all 
knew
 our purpose 




ment. and the end





grew.  And whatever it 
was we were 
working on had a special 
meaning.  The positive 
appo,ach helped us take on a great
 many chal-
lenging assignments 
and move them through 
completii on. 
As a 
staff we were able to 
make things hap-
pen. Our 
attitude  and style soon 




 and positive 
"vibes"





 career. I Was fortunate
 to build 
many wants. Although
 I've not kept track
 
of all the people




many who I still 
hear  from  
some who have become
 life long friends. 
What  is most
 rewarding to me is that 
they all wok 
that
 positive attitude with 
them and base clone 
extremely  well in 
achieving 
their  career 
objectives.
 Many. 
are  managing large 
staffs and have 
tremendous business
 responsibilities. 
I often wonder 





 they could 
have
 if they just 
took
 a moment 
to say thank 
you, have a nice 
day, or the most priceless 
words in life, 'great job.' 
has e had on them it I hadn't remembered what that 
young woman had shared with me. If I had allowed 
my mood-swings to be obvious to others and 
dumped
 
on them, how would they have reacted? 
It's  always been amazing to me the 
impact
 others 
have on us. Especially if they are 
having  a
 
had clay or if 
they use a position of relative 
authority
 to intimidate 
us. 
What a 
difference they could have if they just took a 
moment to say thank you, 
have a nice day, or the most 
priceless words in life, "great job." 
I once heard that 17 hugs would brighten up even 
the worst of days. Perhaps that's overkill, but if 
you could say a total of 17 nice things a day 
for everyone you came into contact with, just 
imagine what a 
nice  impact you'd make on 
them. It might last the whole week! 
Ginger 




International  a model for non -profits 









lb:, 0 to democracy 
that 
exists
































he side while reap-
ing huge pottits. What is needed 
on 





 organ izant tos. 
AITIlleStV
 hurt 
national  (Ali is 
just 
such an organizatit
 in. AI not onls 
saves individual 
lives  but. in the 
big  
picture,
 can actualls 
save
 us from 
the push 
and pull of multi -national 






Amnesty International is a 
human rights organization that 
Was 
lounded  its 1961.
 Al's goals 
include 
releasing  all 
prisoners con-
fined because of race, color, sex, 
language or beliefs; abolishing the 



















Members of Al send letters and 
telegrams
 to state of 
ficials request-
ing the release of illegitimately 
confined prisoners. 
Al's efforts have worked with 
amazing success. For example. the 
recent release of Harry Wu an 
advocate  of ho
 mats 




prist  ins. was 
due
















the big problem?  In 
order  to 








Corporations are less and less 




Mergers and acquisitions make 
monopolies
 and oligopolies that 
are more unregulated than ever 
before. There are few watch -dogs 
at the multi -national corporate 
level. Some of the largest corpora-
tions control what people all over 
the world




The purpose of these broadcast 
seems innocent enough  to 
keep 
viewers watching and buying- but 
what about the public interest? 
What international consumerism 
doesn't speak for; it speaks against. 
International broadcast leaves 
out  




thought  and speech, 
equality  
before the
 law, and government of 
the 
people.
 If these ideas are not 
spoken tor, by default
 they are spo-
ken against. 
There are few regulatory agen-
cies on the international level. 
Who
 will speak 
for  the children
 
wolking  tot bale 
sustenance
 in the 







ight: it is not my heart that 
you see bleeding, it's my soul you 





























 Just as our 







Ii braries, committees, clubs), so 
too the world needs non-profit 
organizations so that 
democracy  
The Spartan Daily is actively recruit-
ing San Jose St.lie
 
ci 






Pr ditical artists should have 
good  
drawing skills, keep up with current 
events and have a strong position on 
If you are interested in becoming a 
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-
4 
can gel a 
foothold
 on die 
glottal  
level. Amnesty International
 is a 
good model  of 
what  non-profit 
organizations will look like on the 
global level. 
We need these types of organiza-
tions to counter the threat of cor-
porate greed 
that
 is fast becoming 
the new global government. Profit 
organizations  (corporations) are 
not intrinsically evil; they are only 
interested in profit things  
money. We need non-profit organi-
zations that are concerned with 
People
 things well being. 
To counter the unholy event  
the demise of democracy  we 
can use our own democratic revo-
lution as a model. As Benjamin 
Barber points out in his book 




 revolutionary war, 
allowed citizens 
to come together 
to further 
their  public interest and 
was  instrumental in the develop-
ment of a new 
democracy.  
Al is such an 
organization. 
International  affairs needs
 its own 
civil 
society. A place were 
democra-
cy can establish
 roots it needs to 
grow on the global
 level. Joining 
Al 
not  only furthers 
the cause of 
democracy,  but does 
worlds  for the 
lost 







Political  Science 
mit your 




Dwight  Bentel Hall, room 
'209. 
Submissions
 should include 
the  artist's 
name, address and phone number. 
The  cartoons 
will be reviewed by 
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be 
notified by 
phone if their cartoons are 
to be published. 
J 
it h Nt cc
 
en 
you  think 





















Nov.  16, 28
-year -old 
Deborah  
Bans,  in her 
ninth month 
of pregnancy,
 her 8 -year
 
old daughter
 and 10 -year
-old sots 
were  brutally 
m tit - 
dered  in 
Addis4




 sic, a in the head 
and stabbed to 
death.  
Her daughter 








the  next day in 
an alley, his 
throat  
slashed. Police
 say he was 
taken alive from
 the home 
and
 killed later 
One can only 
imagine the 
horror the 





 the most 
bizarre




 term baby boy,




 He was 




"Let's  talk about 
what























 went on 
blaming
 "a welfare 
system  which 
subsidized
 people for 
doing nothing;








allows  kids to 
not




 can't teach, 
while destroying
 
poor children who it traps." 
This,  in Gingrich's 
own bizarre 
reality,








lac I. t if 
decency  its 
trying
 to politicize
 such a 
hot i 
il,li
 c Hine (this isn't 
the  first time, he did 
so Ana Susan Smith 













 he has for 




and  liberal 
ideas
 is by trying to 
link 
unrelated issues: At the 
time Gingrich made 
the comments
 it was not 
known  if the 
killers





 Only one 
of











don't get it. 
They  like to 





 like to talk 
about  the 
breakdown  
of
 the family. 
They  








borne  with 
their  kids. 
But  in the 













have  both 
parents 
working










































the  same 























They  need to 
make  sure 
they












commit  such 
a horrific 




wrong place. It 
goes much 




goes  deepet 
than
 a lack of 
"family val-
iies."
 But in 
Gingrich's  shallow 
politics, pain 
is 
only  skin deep 
and  
another
 s agimy 
is 
his 














nclumn to run 
todo
 
Letter   
UPD 






respect  tor our 
campus 









was  at this 
time





all the way 
down
 Paseo de San 
Carlos.  Along 
the way,
 they pulled 
out poles 
holding 



















a campus bicycle 
patrol 
watched  cautiously





 the losers threw 
their 
beer
 bottles in the
 bushes and 
knocked over a 
fence.  They chal-
lenged
 the wimpy 




 him to 
take them 
on.  He rode 
away








Spartan  Daily is com-
mitted
 to sharing a broad range 
of opinions with the communi-
ty, and readers are encouraged 
to express themselves
 on the 
Opinion page with
 a Letter to 
the Editor or 
Campus 
Viewpoint.  
A Letter to the Editor is a 
200-word response to an issue 
or point of view 
that has 
appeared in the Spartan 
Daily.  
A Campus Viewpoint
 is a 
300-  to 500 -word
 essay  (two 
double spaced pages) on 




property of the 
Spartan
 Daily 
and may be edited for 
clarity,  
grammar, libel
 and length. 
Submissions must




number, signature and major. 
Submissions  must be typed 
Off submitted on a 3.5" 
disk 
using Microsoft 
Word on the 
Macintosh. Always provide
 a 
printout of the piece. 
Submissions may be 
put in 
the Letters to the Editor box at 
the 
Spartan  Daily office
 in 
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209, 




mailed to the Spartan Daily 
Forum Editor, School of 
Journalism and Mass 








Editorials are written by, 
and 








opinions  do 
not  
necessarily reflect the views 
of 




Communications or SJSU. 
bike. They kept up their
 idiotic 
rampage, knocking over a 
dump-












trash cans all 
the was twilit. 
I 
approached
 a pair (,1 campus 
police driving 
by m their I 
car, told them 







they drove in the other 
direction. 
I thought the campus
 police 
were here to serve a purpose, but I 
guess I was 
wrong.  Not only did 
these fine examples of loser mater-
ial commit vandalism. destruction
 




















 do a 
thing.  They flat mt 
challenged  
him to a 
fight,  yet he 
nese' 
approached them or said a 
word  t. 
them about their 
obvious little 




Isn't it bad enough that we live 
and 
go to school in such a terrible 
neighborhood?




 place worse? 
the "catnpus 
police"  need to help 
drive this city
 
down?  Is it any won-
der nobody 
respects  this so called 
"police force?" 
As far as the two 
complete  lost -is 
are involved. I can only hope 
they  
treat their possessions
 with as 
much 
care
 as they treat others. 




































Janet  Blackburn, 
Lana Jana, 
Matt Tom, 
Kevin  Valine 
Columnists 















 Picture Editor Christian 
Del
 Rosario 
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Cartoonist Mici,ael Bodrigill7 






 Costa, leslie Farnier, Julie Galvan,
 Shawna Glynn, Sarah 
Harvey -Lombardo, Sloan I !ruby. 
Danthanh  I I uynh, Kei Layman 
Loretta McCarty, Ginger McDonald, Ken 
McNeill,  Elaina Medina, 
Rowena Millado, Chris Morris, John Woo, Eddie Zacapa 
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News Room  
408)












 day for (full 
academic yr.) $25 
(ea. sem.) $15. Off -campus
 
price  per 
copy, 15 cents. 







 accepted on 
a remainder of 
semester 
basis.






 to Spartan Daily,
 San Jose State 
University,  One 
Washington Square, San 





















 Ticket Sales 
for 
Dec. I Dance


















Meeting  6p.m.-8p.m. Student 
Union,
 Guadalupe Rm. 
Call
 948-1936. 
Asian Student Union 
Officer's Meeting 6:45p.m. 
429  S. 9th St. #3 
Call 297-1466. 







































Donations  & Sales 
Unit 
Ongoing Book Sale 10a.ni.-
2p.m.
 Donations & Sales Unit, 
Wahlquist 
Library  North 











 Spai tan 

















 of Art & Desgin
 
Tuesday





 Art" or "Art 
with the Age
 of Barney" Art
 
Bldg. 
Rm. 133. Call 
924-4328.  
School of Art & Design 
Student Galleries Art 
Reception
 6p.ni.-8p.in. Art 
Bldg & 
Industrial  Studies 
Bldg. Call 924-4330. 















Spartan  Con iplcx
 West 
Rm. 202 Call 259-6816. 
Akbayan 
Yt/ititti 
iormal Ticket Sales for 























Student Union, Guadalupe 
Rm. Call 297-1466. 
Buhver-Lytton  English Society
 
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m. 
Faculty Offices. Call 436-7471. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Wednesday Night 
Discussion: 
Prayer and Meditation 
7:30p.m.
 John XXIII Center 





Earth Day Planning 
Committee 
Earth Day '96 lp.m. 
Etisironmental
 Resource 
Center. Call 9245467.  
Fmancial Management 
Association 





















 8c Sales Unit 
Wahltittist Library North, 
Rm.  




KSJS 90.5 FM 








From the Right 
5p.m.-
6p.m.,  A Race 
For the Times 
bp.m.-7p.m., Radio Azadan 
Public  Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m., 
Bible 
Study 10p.m.-1




Mu Alpha Gamma 
Brown Bag Ulrich 12:30p.rn.-








 Shoran Ryu Karate 
Club 
ihOrkout 
Spartan Complex Ivest 




(lohal Warmiiig - The Heated 
Debate 1:30p.m. Duncan Hall, 
Rm. 












Weekly  meeting (Open) 
4:30p.m.-5:30p.m.  Women's 
Resource Center, 
Admit




 is tree!!! And 
avail-
able  to students, fatuity& staff 
asso-
ciations.
 Deadline is 5pm 
two days 
before publication. Forms available 
at DIM 209. F.ntries may be 
edited
 











CAMP FAR WEST, 
Calif.  (AP) - 
Experts  who try 
to















 from last 




November  in 




parched as its traditional 
wet sea-
son gets under way.
 Ski runs are 
barren from 
Mammoth
 to Mount 
Rose. 
The  Sierra foothills, often 
green by 
Thanksgiving, are  copper 
colored 
and tinder dry along
 the 
edge
 of the Central 
Valley.  
Reno, 
Nev.,  on the 
east
 slope of 
the 
Sierra Nevada, finally 
got a 
sprinkle of rain on Saturday - 
ending a 129-day 
dry spell, the 
city's longest since 
records began 
being kept in 
1888. 
But the Sierra, 
where rain and 
snow 







 Delta, is dry 
as a bone. By 
contrast, last 
season the state 
received nearly






rain and snow in 
a series of 
punishing, 
El





the warm -Pacific 
Ocean




 the drier, cooler 
"La Nina," 











Man claims he accidentally
 ran over 
former Raiders cheerleader, Linda Sobek 
TORRANCE, 
Calif.  (AP) - A 
photographer who claims he acci-
dentally ran over
 a model, then 
buried









arraignment later in the day. 
"He's been 
charFed
 with one 
count of murder, said Sandi 
Gibbons, 
spokeswoman
 for the 

















the Dai y Breeze 
reported 
Monday.  




Carrie Stuart said 
she was 
unaware  of 









 have not 
determined  the 
cause of death 
and won't be able 
to 





additional  tests. 
Lt. Lawrence Reiche 
Coroner's Department 
incomplete. 
"I don't know why (the Breeze) 
says that, because the autopsy has-
n't been finalized yet," Reiche 
said. "I don't know where they got 
their information, 
but as of now, 
we 
have not determined the cause 
of death and won't be able to until 
(doctors) go over notes and com-
plete some additional tests." 
Authorities were also 
investigat-
ing the possibility
 of other victims. 
"We may be looking at a serial 
killer," an 
unidentified






Sobek  with a 
sport-utility vehicle 
during  a photo 
shoot.  But preliminary autopsy 




 did not appear 
to 




 spokesman  
Scott Carrier said Sunday. There 
was no indication of 
knee -level 
97 
types of injuries that 
might  have 
been caused by a 
car bumper, he 
said. 
There also 
was no sign she had 
been shot, stabbed, sexually 





Further  tests were planned to 
determine the exact cause of 
death, but it may
 be several weeks 
before  the final results are avail-
able, he said. 












grave in the 
San  
Gabriel Mountains. 
Rathbun, 38, told 
investigators he 
struck Sobek with a 
Lexus as he 
demon-
strated tight turns, 






her, he panicked 
and buried her 
alongside 
a moun-






Rathbun told investigators. 
Police found dozens 
of
 photos 
of women in 
Rathbun's home, 
including
 some that appeared to 
portray 
death,
 the paper said. 
There 




 in the photos. 
Police are trying 
to contact all 
the women in 
the  photos to make 
sure they are




 investigators have  
refocused
 their attention on 
whether 
Rathbun
 played a role in 
the murder 
of model .Kimberly 
Pandelios,
 who disappeared in 
1992 
and,  like Sobek, was 
found  
later in the Angeles 
National  
Forest, the 
Daily  Breeze said. 
Sobek
 
was mourned by her par-
ents 




Church in Redondo 
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sample  of something 
interplane-
tary will be collected
 and returned 
to Earth," 
Ken  Atkins, Stardust 
project
 manager at NASA's 
Jet 
Propulsion 
Laboratory,  said 
Monday. 
Stardust will
 be launched Feb. 
15, 1999, and will hurtle through 
the solar 




 Wild -2 in January 2004. 
It could come as 
close  as 62 miles, 
depending on conditions, Atkins 
said. Stardust's
 dust collector will 
act like a catcher's mitt. 
The 
collecting  device 
contains
 
an aerogel, a 
porous,  high-tech 
material 
made  from silica, the 
same substance found 
in
 sand. 
The aerogel can 
"slow these parti-
cles down appropriately and cap-
ture some of the
 smaller particles 
... nice and softly." 
Atkins said. 
4 Tuesday, Noverntwr 28, 





Government  still owes state for 
unpaid
 civil war bonds 
After 130 years, 
debt has reached 
nearly $82 million 
SACRAMENTO
 (AP  talk 
about unkept government promis-
es: 130 years after the Civil War, the 
federal government still hasn't 
repaid California for state bonds 
sold to support the Union cause. 
According to an Assembly Office 
of Research report, the debt has 




looking  at the first 
unfunded (federal) mandate." 
said Chris Manson, chief  of staff 






launching a new 
campaign to get the money. 
In July 1861, Congress passed 
legislation 







expenses they incurred in provid-
ing troops for the war effort. 




 Seward wrote 
California Gov. John Downey, urg-
ing the state to raise war funds and 
assuring Downey that 
California  
would have 
no trouble getting 
compensated. 
"There is every reason to believe 
that Congress would sanction 
what  
the state should do and provide for 
its reimbursement," Seward wrote. 
Twentv-five  states have been paid 
bac k but nut Califor ma, which 
sold $668,000 in bonds and 
then refinanced that llllll unt with 
a $2.3 million bond sale in 1873, 
the Assembly report said. 
The U.S. Senate approved legis-
lation eight times to reimburse 
California, but the House refused 
to 
go along. One senator said his 
House colleagues 
thought  they 
were getting "too big a bill." 
In 1954, California 
sought  near-
ly 
$7.6 million in war bonds
 com-
pensation,  but the U.S. Court of 
Claims awarded the state only 
$8,985. 
The ruling cited 
Treasury 
Department  regulations that 
barred paying "bounties" for 
enlistments
   California officials 
Recent bust offers look into 
Vegas call -girl ring 
LAS 
VEGAS (AP)  The recent country and that they supplied vice and attend counseling. 
bust of a well-connected call -girl prostitutes for clients in whatever 
Police arrested
 Carp after seiz-
ring and arrest of a Las Vegas city an individual might want a
 
lug computers, financial records 
madam have offered police a girl," said Lis 
Vegas  Metro and telephone lists connecting 
glimpse
 into the business that Detective Mark Preusch.
 Carp to Hollywood 
madam  Heidi 
many acknowledge exists, but 
few  Carp pleaded guilty last week to Fleiss, among others. 
know much about, gross 
misdemeanor
 charges of The search warrant was 
Valerie Carp, 36, admitted she conspiring to pander and live off obtained after a vice detective met 
had been involved in prostitution the earnings of a prostitute 
in a several times with Carp, posing as a 
for 10 years, the last two spent plea bargain that kept her from rich telemarketer passing through 
referring prostitutes to clients. The suffering a 
felony conviction. It Las Vegas who was interested in a 
transcript of Carp's indictment probably also will keep her from party. 
indicates the price for a couple of 
being sentenced to jail for her Detective Victor Vigna said he 
hours with a modern-day prosti- crime, although she will
 have to began making telephone calls to a 
tine
 is about 
$3,500.  
forfeit about $20,000 in cash and number in North Miami, Fla., that 
"She told me that she was equipment. 
had a recording describing girls 
involved in a network 
with about She also will be required to per- and listing prices and categories. 
50 other












(Al')  Au 
unmanned
 spacecraft called 
Stardust will fly within 62 miles of a 
comet, 
capture dust samples and 
send them back to Earth for analy-
sis, NASA has announced. 
"This is the first time since the 
Apollo  program
 in the 
1970s  that
 a 
 Decide for Yourself! 
If your dream is to become a 
medical  doctor, don't ; 
 let 
someone
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pm 
said they 
had  to pa) more to lure 
1860s millers away from the gold 
fields  and disallowed 
expenses 
for maintaining
 troops as "home 
guards." 
"California troops ... were not 
used to do any fighting; they did 
only garrison 
and  patrol duty," the 
court said. 
But Rick 
Stevenson, a former 
president of the Sacramento 
County Historical Society and a 
Civil War buff, said the 
court  was 
"flat out" wrong 
when
 it said 
California troops
 "never engaged 
Confederates directly.'
 
"That's not true; they did," he 
said, referring to California
 sol-
diers who marched 
into  what is 
now Arizona and New Mexico to 
tepel Conirdei ate III VAS 
"They went all the way to Texas." 
According to two works on the 
"California
 Column," those 
troops 
fought
 at least one skirmish 
with 
rebels and clashed 
several  times 
with Indians. 
Resifts, Stevenson said, Nevada 
was reimbursed 
nearly $600,000 in 
1929, even though
 its troops never 
fought Confederates and it used 
California's Civil War bonds as a 
model for its bonds. 
Stevenson heard  
about  the bond 
debt from his father, who was a 
state budget analyst. "It always 
galled him that the 
feds would not 
pay that back," Stevenson said. 
He convinced Conroy, whom he 
met at a speaking 
engagement,  to 
look into 
the subject.  ( 0111 oy plans 
to 
introduce  a legislative
 resolution 
next 
year  urging 





quintessential  of what
 
we have 
been  trying to 
stop," 
Manson 
said.  "This 
money  is owed 
to 
California;  California







be used for a 
state  military 
But 
California's  
chances  of get-
ting paid back 
apparently  haven't 
improved. 
"Very clearly
 this is a 
very diffi-
cult 
bill  to get 
through
 Congress," 
said  an aide to 
one  California 
con-
gressman. 
"At best this 
maybe  has 









LOS ANGELES (Al')  A 
high seas 
collision shattered a 
Southern 
California  couple's 
dream of sailing around the
 
world with their two children. 
The youngsters and their
 
father
 died in the wreck, and 
their 
mother  was being treated 
in a hospital
 after washing up 








 9, and Anna 
Rose, 7, 





Whangarei,  New 
Zealand, that their
 boat, the 46 -
foot 
Melinda
 Lee, was rammed 
by a "large, long ship, 
perhaps a 
freighter," in early morning 
darkness 
Friday about 30 miles 
offshore. 
Mrs. Sleavin. 
43,  waved to a 
rescue plane 
Sunday  at Deep 
Water
 Cove in Cape 
Brett,  near 
the popular Bay 
of Islands 
tourist area in northern New 
Zealand. 
"This was 
their dream  
to
 
sail around the 
world with their 
children," said Richard
 Lull of 
Hermosa Beach,
 a former ship-
mate who sailed 
with  the 
Sleavins last 




married  12 years 
ago and lived in Santa 
Clarita, 
an inland community north of 
Los Angeles, where they 
saved 
their money for the grand 
adventure.  Michael worked as a 
salesman,  Judith as a civil engi-
neer. 
Before buying the Melinda
 
Lee in Florida and shipping
 it 
west, the couple sharpened 
their seamanship on excursions 
to 
Hawaii
 on other yachts. Hull 
said the 20-ton Melinda Lee 
was 
"a good, strong boat." 
New Zealand authorities
 said 




 beacons, radios and 
flares. 
The 
family sailed in 1993, 
expecting to 
be
 gone for five 
years. The kids took 
extension 
school classes, and Judith taught 
Anna to read. Friends said the 
children loved life at sea. 
"I 
remember  asking (Judith 
Sleavin) if she was prepared to 
take two small 
children  on a trip 
like that. She told me that they 
were going to be wearing life 
preservers and they would he all 
right," said Jonnie Fritz,  a 
neighbor
 in Santa Clarita, 
The Sleavins 
sailed in the 
Caribbean before heading into 
the South Pacific through 
the 








and  were 
due
 Friday in 
Bay of 
Islands,













on deck watch 
in rough 
seas when 













three  survivors 
made it 
to an inflatable 
dinghy, but 50-
knot winds overturned
 it. They 
dung to a line tied 
to the boat. 
"Eventually," said 
Meads,  "the 










drifted  for two 
days. 
Authorities  said 
she  was 
dehydrated  when found, but 
in 
fair
 condition with cuts and two 
cracked vertebrae. 
The killer winds 
happened  to 
be blowing in the 
right  direc-
tion, or the 
family  may have 
been lost 
without  a trace. 
Prevailing winds 
off northern 
New Zealand are from the 
northwest, the inspector said. 
"1 think she was lucky," said 
Meads. "A northeasterly wind 
happened to be blowing. It 






















































'ricants  than ever to 
protect you from nicks cuts better than foams. 
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life  at 
SJSU  
Lee Walton retires 
after 34 years 
By Ginger McDonald 
spartan DalB Saan %Otto 
lite
 enjoyment ot teaching 
and 
the 
gratification  of helping others 
to learn is but one of the many rea-
sons that professor Lee Allan 




bun for the past 34 years. 
A chapter in his life
 will come to 
a close at the end of 
the spring semester 
of '96 when he 
retires from teach-
ing. But he leaves 
with 
a lot of satisfac-
tion and personal 
reward, he said. 
"Just being around
 
young people and 
the excitement that's 
involved with their 
lives has always been 
very 
positive for me," 













interest  water 
sports and scuba div-
ing, .111 
.1CtiVitY  that 
he he, dine 
involved 
%sail at a 
young 
age  in 1951.
 
siSt retired 
professor  William 
F. Gu.t.itson and 
Walton's profes-
sor %hen he 
attended SJSU in the 
late '50s said, 
"As a student he was 
a very bright, 
creative  and serious 
guy.
 
"fie worked very 
hard
 to achieve 
a high standard in both 
develop-
ing
 his skill and later
 in teaching 
those  skills to his 
students,  
Gustafson said. "He
 is a marvelous 


















 and new 
places to go. 
Lee Walton 
SJSU professor 
Walton said while he was in the 
Army, he was in the 23 
percentile  
of 
Officer  Cadets who 
completed  
the Ranger
 training program. The 
Arms Rangers 




branches of the service. 
"That was an interesting 
phase  
of my life because 1 came back to 
civilization 
and  started teaching 
physical 
education,"  Walton said. 
"It was exciting and 
a good 
opportunity for me. But financial-
ly, it was silly at 
that time. I had to 
take a $2,000 pay cut," he said. 
One of 
  the hundreds of 
students  who have 
benefited by 
Walton's decision 














not a diver 








great teacher and 
has tautt me so 
P7much
 a ut how 
to dive and the 
safety of diving. 
And now I just love scuba diving." 
Walton said SJSU was one of the 
first universities to introduce the 
sport into the curriculum in 1957. 
"In 1968, I took over the pro-
gram and started 
several
 programs 
that had not come into 'vogue'
 at 
that time," Walton said. "We start-
ed advance tech diving and it has 
been taught all these years. Today, 
the program includes basic scuba 
diving and advanced scuba diving 
PHOTO BY 
JOHN  STUBLER SPARTAN DAILY 
SJSU professor Lee Walton sits by the pool in Spartan Complex where he teaches water sports and scuba diving.
 
for certification." 
There are 14 students in the 
class which meets two days a week 
at the SJSU pool. Every Sunday, for 
the entire semester, they dive in 
the ocean 
in Monterey and sur-
rounding 
areas, he said. 
I'm very proud that we have 
never had 
an accident," Walton 
said. 
He feels very 
fortunate he has a 
number of people who
 have com-
pleted and become 
certified. They 
are all very willing and interested 
in helping  him, he said. 
During the semester, they have 
anywhere from four to seven assis-
tants, so the ratio of experienced 
divers through novice is very high. 
A number of assistants enables 
Walton to "provide enough safety 
so that people
 feel comfortable in 
the environment,"
 he said. 
As Walton looks 
to the next 
chapter of his life, 
he
 admits he 
will miss SJSU and the students
 
who have been so much a 
part  of 
his life on campus. But he also 
feels he has a great deal to 
look
 
forward to, as well. 
I always see something in the 
future," Walton said. "I think it's 
nice to have some kind of relation-
ship with the past, but looking for-
ward there are always new things 
happening, new challenges and 
new places to go." 
Raiders
 turn 
over a win to Chargers,
 lose 12-6 
SAN DIEGO (AP)  
Cornerback Dwayne Harper out-
smarted the old man, Vince Evans, 
and the defending AFC champion 
San Diego 
Chargers have a slight 
pulse, after all. 
Harper 
intercepted
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research study using an 
investigational
 asthma or allergy 




your time and 
effort.  Qualified 
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old Evans three times, including 
consecutive third-quarter passes, to 
help the Chargers beat the 
Oakland Raiders 12-6 on Monday 




 Raiders' last 
chance when he stepped in 
front  
of Tim Brown to intercept at the 
Raiders 28 -yard line 56 seconds 
left.  
The victory improved the 
Chargers'  record to 5-7 record 
with  four games to play. San Diego 
had lost
 three straight and six of its 
last seven games. 
All the scoring came on field 
goals, four by John Carney and two 
by Jeff Jaeger. The previous NFL 
game without 
a touchdown was on 
Nov. 20, 1994, when Arizona
 beat 
Philadelphia 12-6. 
Harper's first interception set up 
a monster 19 -play, 80 -yard drive 
that took 10 minutes, 1 second 
off  
the 
clock  and ended with Carney's 
28-yard field goal for a 9-3 lead 
with 1:22 to go in the third quarter. 
The Chargers failed to convert 
Harper's second pickoff  despite 
great field position, and Harper 
then made a touchdown
-saving 
tackle 
after Harvey Williams' 60-
yard run up the middle to the San 
Diego 33. The drive went 88 yards 
on 12 plays, but the Raiders were 
stopped at the 8-yard line and 
Jaeger kicked a 26-yard to make it 
9-6 with 8:18 to play. 
The Raiders (8-4) suffered con-
secutive defeats for the first time 
this season, and remain two games 
behind AFC West-leading Kansas 
City going into Sundays show-
dov.ii  against the Chiefs at 
Oakland. The Raiders lost 34-21 to 
Dallas eight days earlier. 
Harper stepped in front of 
Napoleon Kaufman at the San 
Diego 11 to set up San Diego's big 
drive. Stan Humphries completed 
three straight third-down passes of 
12 yards to running back Ronnie 
Harmon, then converted another 
on a nine -yard pass to Shawn 
Jefferson.
 
With the Raider -hating crowd of 
63,177 expecting a touchdown, the 
drive faltered when Pat Swilling 
sacked Humphries for seven yards 
on first -and -goal from the Raider 
7. Two more plays
 netted only five 
yards, and Carney had to kick. 
The Raiders started their next 
drive on their 11 thanks to a hold-
ing penalty on the kickoff, and  
Evans' first pass went right to 
Harper, who had a I5-yard return 
to the Raider 33. 
San Diego safety Bo Orlando 
broke up a pass to Tim Brown on 
fourth -and -seven from the Raider 
43 to pi event an Oakland first 
down with 
2:15  left. 
Defensive
 end Chris Mims, who 
had only
 one sack in the previous 
11 
games,  sacked Evans and 
stripped
 him of the ball at the San 
Diego 27 with six minutes left, set-
ting up Carney's fourth field goal, 
from 
38 yards with 4:02 left. 
Humphries was 24 of 34 for 236 
yards and was sacked three times. 
Evans was 17 of 32 for 192 yards, 
three interceptions and three 
sacks. Williams gained




With Jeff Hostetler sidelined 
because of a bruised left shoulder, 
Evans made his third start in a 
non -strike game since joining the 
Raiders
 in 1987. 
San Diego was also 
without one 
of its big guns  leading
 rusher 
Natrone Means, who sat out his 
third straight start due to a 
strained groin. 
The Raiders had won four of 
five at Jack Murphy Stadium, 
including 24-17 on Monday, Dec. 
5. 
With the score 3-3 early in the 
second quarter, San Diego's 
defense had one of its best stands 
of the season. Leslie O'Neal sacked 
Evans for a seven -yard loss, Junior 
Sean stuffed Harvey Williams for a 
four -yard loss and then harassed 
Evans into 
underthrowing Daryl 











  Art 
Monk, the NFL's all-time reception 
leader, signed a free 
agent contract 
with the Philadelphia Eagles 
Monday and might 
play  against the 
Seattle Seahawks Sunday. 
Terms were not revealed, 




 about $50,000 for the 
Eagles' final fiiiir games 
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 ICE RENTAL 
FOR THE
 COOLEST GAME IN TOWN!" 
FREIESKATE
 RENTAL' 
I WITH COUPON / NO OTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES NOT VALID 11/23 - 11128195 I 
EXPIRES DECEMBER 17, 1995 
I-
%Alen  Fashion Park Ice 
Chalet
 10123 N. Wolfe Rd. 
Cupertino  
(408)  446-2906 
Monk, 37, said he's not in it for 
the money, adding that he is close 
to becoming part owner of an 
advertising agency in the 
Washington area. 
"I love the game," said Monk, 
whose 934 career  
catches  are 29 
more than Jerry Rice. "This is 
something I've 
enjoyed doing. 
Football has given me a great tal-
ent in being 
able
 to catch the ball 
and 
I just want to do it as long
 as I 
possibly can." 
Monk, who spent his first 13 pro 
seasons




 all 16 games last 










 Jets hired former 
Eagles 
coach Rich 
Kotite  as their 
new coach
 at the end 
of





 teams had 
contacted 
him, 
but  that none 













 to work 
out  and to 
keep 
in shape in case 
something 
were to happen,"
 he said. "I never 
gave up." 
The Eagles worked out Monk 
last week and were pleasantly sur-
prised. With Kelvin Martin out 
with a stress fracture in his right 
foot, Philadelphia's depth at wide 
receiver was depleted. 
"He's a 
cold -weather receiver 
that catches the football and runs 
extremely good routes," coach Ray 
Rhodes said. "He has produced. 
He's a big-time player. He's the 
type 
of guy who can play with limit-
ed repetitions, 
that will come in 
and be able to pick this system up." 
Monk said he's familiar with the 
Eagles' "West Coast" offense 
because former 49er assistant 
coach Ray Sherman 
installed a 
variation of it with the Jets last year. 
Asked if he thought he'd be 
ready to play against Seattle, 
Monk, who also holds the NFL 
record with receptions in 180 con-
secutive games, said, "Hopefully 
yes, but we'll see." 
While with the Redskins, Monk 
played in 205 games, three Pro 











































150 E. San Carlos at 4th St. 
292-2840 
FX PIRFS 11/21/95  
Ai 
People
 may say, 'Aw, 37 years old,'
 but they know 
that if he gets it going,





  VI 
For his career, he 
has 934 catches, 
12,607 yards 
and  68 touchdowns, 
and ranks
 fourth behind 
Rice, 
James Lofton and Steve




holds  Redskins' team 
records 
for  receptions in a 
career 
(888), season (106) 
and game (13, 
on two occasions),
 and admits he 
would have 
liked  to have 
signed  
with Eagles 









the fans, and mostly
 
to get one more
 game back in RFK 
Stadium," 
he
 said. "In this situa-
tion, it was 
best  that I didn't. I 
think it 
would  have beets a 
big dis-













 Gouveia, tight end
 Jimmy 
Johnson 




 on and off the
 
field and 
I think the 











 that if 
he
 gets it 
going,  he 
can  still 
hurt
 them. I 
think it was
 a great 
move  by us to 
get him." 
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 Patterson has 
limited use
 of his 
hands, 
















 page 1 
"I was devastated," Patterson said r I
 lilt
 as if the 
isr,irld
 




quadriplegic, Patterson spent six long months 
in physical therapy 
and experienced two years of 
frustration, anger 
and fear. 
"The first sears. Of the 





 11E11 ...," 
he
 said "I felt 
trapped."
 
"lie was a diffic tilt patient, and it wasn't
 a pleas 
ant expet 
ielite
 for  anyone," said Pat ( 
nine. an 




itt fuse and would get frustrated and 
angrs 
wheii he couldn't
 hold a pencil 
or brush hits 
teeth, hut 
with time and practice. things became 
I 
sentually
 Patterson  realized 
even 
thotagh  his 
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exist lot 
him, lathe' ilian
 those that didn't. 




 of my family 
and 
friends,  1 would not









"We grew up support-
ing kit hard,- 
Robin 
said
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 no matter how 
hard  
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Medical ( &liter where he puts in 20 hours a week 
as a peer -support coordinator  hit- patients
 with 
spinal cot d 
injuries. lie also conducts
 it spinal -
injuries  support group 
once
 a month. 
"The
 one thing 





people  lski' 
me."  Patterson
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 SMRIAN DAWN 
ABOVE: 
Elliot  
Peele,  left, a 
freshman performing arts major and DJ trainee at KSJS gets 
instructions
 from 
KSJS  program 
director Sharon Jennings
 on how to run a broadcast. 
LEFT: Jennings looks into the camera 
that monitors KSJS  broadcasts through the Internet. KSJS is 
one of the few radio 
stations in the nation that can be seen and heard on the World Wide Web at www.ksjs.org 
Subway attack
 
eerily  similar 
to scenes in 







scenes  from the new 




squecied a flammable liquid into a 
subway token booth and ignited it, 
blowing it up and critically burn-
ing the clerk. 
"We know from
 experience that 
when sou 







activity.  it is 
often 
cops-catted, Jr cils!) 
Authority President Alan Kiepper 




early morning blast ill 
BM< it's nedfOld-StlX1YeSalli 
ccc-
ott  apartments a block 
asst:o. splintered the 
bulletproof  
booth and sent 50 -year --old
 t lerk 
'1 IT .1 I 
...lining
 up the 












... Please hell, ine,"
 police off 
it
 t 
Teresa Cohen said the man told 
her as he ran into her arms with 
only bits of underwear
 still clinging 
to his 
shredded  skin. 
Kaufman, 
who had been work-
ing on overtime, was in critical 
iii 
dition  this 
morning
 at New 
Vtirk Hospital -Cornell Medical 
Center with second- and third-
degree burns over 75 percent of 
his body and internal damage 





Rudolph Giuliani called 





 for the suspects 
he 
AA 
We know from experience that when you get movie 
and television depictions




 failed robbers 
Raufmaii, who was conscious on 
the wart 
to the Inispital, was able to 
inyestigatots his attackers were 
two men and that one used a soda 
bottle to squirt ;1. flammable liquid 
Alan Kiepper 
Transit Authority President 
V! 






















, h ,in 
Bratton said judging from the 
force  of the blast, the suspects 
were possibly injured. A plastic 
soft-drink container and a rifle 
were found next to the wrecked 
booth.  
The movie "Money Train,  star-
ting Wesley Snipes and Woody 
Harrelson, twice depicts a pyroma-
niac squirting a flammable liquid 
into a token 




however,  the clerks 
ape without injury. 
"I 
lave Wesley Snipes call me," 
Kaufman's wife, Stella, told the 
Daily News. "I just want to talk to 
him."  








collects token booth receipts. 
Transit
 of lie hilt,
 worried for some 
time that it amounted to a "how 
to
 guide for criminals, succeeded 
in getting some details changed to 
make the story
 less realistic. 
"We 
didn't  like the concept of 
the movie, 
the  train," Klepper said. 
Kiepper said 
the authonty coop-
erated with the film's makers, but 
would not allow 
the violent scenes 
to be filmed
 in the subway system. 
Those scenes 
were shot in 
California. 
A call early today 
to Columbia 
Pictures, which released 
"Money  








down  overtime in holiday -season dispute with 
management  
MEMPHIs, fedEx pilots 
are turnilig down  overtime in a 
holiday -season dispute with man-
agement. and 
Monday they 





war  it-   
its ability to take away jobs 
ttom 
FedEx pilots," 
said  Will Johnson. a 
spokesman for the Air Line Pilots
 
Association.  
Federal Express ot the midst of 
The International Center 
has housing






















new  furnishings! 
If 











or stop by Ito a Itou 
Located at 360






its first major contract
 dispute with 
organized labor, announced a pay 
raise Sunday averaging 4 percent 








union  contends will 
nulli-










, tiod barring union job 
cols 
tir 
work  rule changes
 by 
t- I 
Fs ended at 12:01 a.m. EST 
Rather than strike, union lead-
ers 
said pilots were working to the 
letter of  all Federal Aviation 
Administration and comp:illy regu-
lations during the Christmas sea-
son and rehising overtime. 












 & UP 
at 
1775 S. First St., 
San Jose 
Phone 293-7612 
Open 7 days 10arm 6pm 
ny, vowed to c000nue normal 
operations and war tied pilots they 
could face disciplinary action, 
including dismissal, for a slow-
down.  
The pilots, who cam an average 
salary of $128,000, want a 17 per-







k contract, but 
,liohnson said money is not the 
most important issue under 
debate. 
The company, he said, wants 
broader authority to contract with 
other shippers and hire nott-FedEx 
pilots 
dining  peak shipping pen -
The slowdown 
could  disrupt 
complex shipping
 schedules that 
are particularly important during 
the holidays when EedEx ships mil-
lions of packages
 throughout the 




 has not 
detected any major disruptions. 
"Our 
operations
 over the week-
end appeared 
normal,"  she said. 
Paul Schlesinger, a 
market
 ana-
lyst with Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, said it was too early to tell 
if the labor 
dispute  has adversely 
affected the company's relations 
with  its customers. 
Johnson said union pilots, who 
account for about half of FedEx 
fliers, have been told to refuse 
overtime work until the company 
returns to the bargaining table. 
Nonunion pilots also are 
requested to abide by that dins-
tive, Johnson said, though Inc had 
110 immediate way of knowing how 
many  would. 
Pilots
 svtr e negotiating for their 
first 



















30 -day c,,olitig off period. No new 
talks are s( 
he
-doled. 
Under the new raises, pilots' 
hourly pay will increase front 1.8 
percent to 6.7 percent,
 with the 
largest going to 
veterans.
 
The company also said it 
is now 
assigning pilots to fly other routes 
if their 
scheduled  flights are can-
celed. 
"You get paid for that trip 
whether you sit at home or fly 
another trip ... For the time we're 
already paying them, we're trying 
to have productive work," said 
Tom Martin, FedEx vice president 
for commu It ications. 
Johnson disagreed. 
"Since 
compensation is directly 
related to scheduling, you're 
going  




In a letter to pilots,  FedEx exec-
utive Ted 








"Each of you must 
decide  for 
yourself where you stand 
...," he 
wrote. "We'd hoped to spare you
 
that decision,
 but in a way, it is bet-
ter for us to find out now." 
FedEx 







 day of last year's holiday 
season, it 
shipped















































BOUND & GAGGED By DANA
 SUMMERS 
0190314 OHM scrr. 
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The winds blowing 
from the 
north  and northeast toward the 




foothills. "It's a moderate Santa 
Ana," said National Weather 
Service meteorologist Joe 
Dandrea. 
No injuries were reported in 
the scattered blazes. 
The San 
Bernardino  fire skirt-
ed the north edge of the Cal 
State campus. at times threaten-
ing its newest building, the 
Yasuda t'enter, said spokes-
woman Cindi Pringle. No one 
was injured and there was no 
property damage. 
Pringle said 
she could see the 
smoke from Interstate 215, about 
a mile away, as she drove to work 
about 7:45 am. 
"There were just plumes
 of 
smoke floating  
across  the ground 
from the bunting chaparral," she
 
said. "It has permeated 
some  of 
the
 buildings ... the smoke was 
really what 
posed a hazard for 
us.' 
Downed power lines touched 
off gran and started
 the fire, said 
Tom Rubio, spokesman
 for the 
city fire department. The 
blaze 
was stopped on Badger Hill, a 
few hundred 
yards  short of an 
elementary 
school
 and several 
homes, he 
said. 
The fire was contained in the 
early 
afternoon,  and crews were 
being released by 
2 p.m.. said city 
fire
 dispatcher David Lewis. 
Officials estimated about 9,000 
students were 
sent home because 




of about 11,800, 
planned to reopen today. 
Computer hacker gets pnson term 
A IS AM 
.1.1.1.1, ("V) - A bark-
er who pleaded 
guilty  to illegally 
transferring $150,000 from a hank 
and rigging 
contests was sen-




 Peterson also was ordered 
to pay $40,000 
in restitution and 









 guilty to eight counts 
involving various
 computer fraud 
schemes attempted
 in 1992 and 
1995. 
"Here we have someone with 
brains
 and he misuses those 
brains," said U.S. 
District
 Judge  
Stephen
 Wilson. 




\it, a 'icy 
/avid 
Schindler.
 Peter SIM IIt( ked the 
computer system at Heller 
Financial in Los Angeles and 
transferred $150,000 to a co-con-
spirator's account at another 
bank. 
Heller officials discovered the 
transfer the following day and the 
money was 
retrieved,  Schindler 
said. 
Peterson also pleaded guilty to 
working with other hackers to rig 
contests at three Los
 Angeles-area 
radio stations. He and his cohorts 
won two Porsche automobiles and 
about $30,000 in cash plus several 


















adverbsed  below 
nor is 
there 
any  guarantee 
Implied. The 
classified 
colunsis  of the 
Spartan 




 offerings are 







LOST: BLACK ART BIN 
tilled  with 
art 
supplies  In tbr,p) on 
11/14.  
REWARD  408-732.2510. 
TAKE 
ADVANTAGE  OF 
US!  
If you've LUST 
II
 or FOUND IT, 
Let us know, awl 








Save 30% - 60% 
on your 
dental  needs. 
For info call 
1-800-655-3225.  
FAST FUNDRAISER - 
Raise $500 in  5 days Greeks, 
groups.ckbs.  motivated  
Fast, easy -No financial obligation. 
1-800 862 
1982  ext. 33. 
TRAVEL 
SKI 8 SNOWBOARD CW8  Ski 
Tahoe Dec. 1st. 2nd, 3rd. Two nights. 










Wyoming.  r in 414. 
$399.  
Flight. 4 
Days  Ski, 5 Nights 
Lodging,  C,)li 924 8113 
AUTOS FOR SALE 
82 CAMARO V6 Power 
st/brArinds. 
AM/FM cass., Lt blue, reliable. 2nd 
owner 




THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT 





 W/D hook ups 
 Huge Clubhouse 
 Resident activities 
 Minutes to campus 
 2 Swimming pools
 


















 Close In 
 Modern 
Building  





 576 S. 5th St. 
(408)
 295-6893. 













good  neighbors. 



























































































































































































































































Top $ Paid. 
Good communication skills a +. 
Call 
408.463.0500.  Contact Erin.  
ESPRESSO SHOP
 SEEKS respon-
sible individuals, no 
experience  
needed.  All
 shifts. 321.8818. 
lEACHERS/RECREADON LEADERS 
295-4011. ext. 211. 
YWCA Child 
Care
 Program offers 
benefits. 
$8.25 to $9.25/hr. 





 Ed. ECE, etc. 
PT/FT 
preschool  teachers: 12 
units ECE. 269-7534. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED
 for 
Contracting Co. in 
Campbell.  
$8
 -10/flex hrs. w/opportunities  




wanted! LG. family, 8:0011:30a.m. 
Tue Fri. only. Call 395-2337. 
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC 
Accredited preschool. Ratio 1:9. 
Excellent salary and 
benefits.  
Mnimum 12 ECE
 units. 378,7805. 
SALES 
Part-time
 work, full-time 
pay. Earn between $200 and 
$800 
weekly.
 Sales experience 
helpful, full training 
provided.
 
Flexible hours. If your're self -moti-
vated, withancutgoing personality, 
call Carl at 1-8067606715. 
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST 
Downtown Si Law Firm has imme-
diate opening for RT receptionist 
8am12noon,
 M -F. Must speak 
some Spanish. Need sornecomputer, 
phone & clerical experience. Good 
interpersonal 
and organizational 
Skills. Please apply in person at 
96 N. 3rd St.
 500. between 
gam-4pm 
M -F. 
HOLIDAY JOBS! HIRING 
NOW! 
5-10 
part time jobs earning
 
$10/hr.
 to 8300/week. Jobs 






POSITIONS  OPEN: English 
tutor  & clerk. $6-8/hr. Close to 
SJSU. Call Jessie 2833063. 
MAINTENANCE ASST: 8851C 
maintenance 
functions:  paint-
ing, plumbing, carpentry etc. 
15-20 
hrs/wk. Apply at 3rd 
level 
Student
 Union Directors 
office.  
For more 
info call 924-6310. 
GRAPHICS 
PERSONS  NEEDED 
for WEB projects. 
Must be detail, 
oriented, 
team player, creative & 
a 
self-starter.  Require 
proficiency  
in two of either: Illustrator. Photo
-
shop or Quark. Call




















M.F,  8-5pm. 
45$ DEUVERY 





Earn  $9 to $11 
per hour. 
Flexible 
day and evening 
hours.  
Require own car 
+ good DMV +Ins. 
San Jose or 
Cupertino area. 
Call  






























 Are you a 
Hospitality  
Mgmt. or Recreation major or do 
you have retail sales 
experience?  
Come join Classic Custom 
Vacations' dynamic reservations 
staff & be a part of the best 
wholesale travel 
company  in the 
USA. Classic is located in down-
town San Jose 
& specializes in 
selling customized vacations to 
Hawaii & mainland U.S. We are 
looking
 for quality sales special-
ists to enhance






P/T  flex scheduling 







*Full employee benefits package. 
*Attractive travel benefits. 
*Internship credit for Hospitality 
Management  majors. 
"Professional
 
working  environment. 
10 minute walk from campus. 
.10-depth, 2 -week training session 
Jan. 4-17, 1996. 
PC experience & travel industry 
background helpful. Apply in person 
or send/fax resume to: 
Classic Custom Vacations 
Attn: Human Resources Dept. 
One North First St. 3rd floor 




  ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Corporate Sites, Top 
Pay!  
Too many benefits to list! 
Day, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T. 
Call or 





btwn. Sal Cake and Parancor, 
behind the Card and Paty Store. 
CASHIERS WANTED Fr or PT. 
Flexbie hairs perfect for students. 




 send resisne to Marty Jensen @ 
Classic Car Wash 
871 E. 
Hamilton Ave. 




potential.  Reading books. 
Toll 





Preschool  and 
School Age Program. Energetic 
individuals encouraged to 
apply.
 
Teacher position ECE units
 
required.









- $6.00 /hour 
Stevens Creek Unocal 76 
4185 Stevens Creek
 Blvd 
Mon. - Fn. 8am 3pm 
Ask for David. 296-5258. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. 
Work for environmental justice. 
P/T  evening positions for 
articulate and motivated persons 
with opportunity
 for advancement. 








100 great children are looking for 
a few great teachers. Teachers & 
aides are needed 
for Campbell 
before & after school -age
 program. 
FT and PT positions available. 
Excellent salary & benefits. Please 
Call 
Laura 408370-2143. EOE. 
PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe 
Corporation
 is looking for Tele-
phone Order Clerks, Accurate, 
Detail Oriented. Team Players with 
Good 
Communication
 Skills a 
MUST! 12.6pm 4 days a week 
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs,  a 
week. Also looking for production 
workers day/graveyard. Apply 




EARN EXTRA CASH FOR X-MAS 





Excellent pay. No selling. For 
further info, and application.
 




Service, 415-112 N. Mary Ave. 
*373, Sunnyvale.
 CA 94086. 
TELEMARKETING 
Sell
 Califs best 
newspapers. 
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm 
7days a week. Hourly,  plus bonus. 
Near Light Rail, Transit. 
Call Today,  Work Tomorrow. 
MEDIA 




Campbell  408.364-2760 
Office positions also available. 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small 
World Schools is hiring teachers 
for our school -age daycare pro-
grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec, 




2 - 5:30 or 2:30 
- 6, M -F. Short 
morning shifts 
are  also available. 
Call 379-3200 ext. 21. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE, 
part-time, am/pm shifts.
 Serving 
Downtown Sal Jose App.& person. 
22 West Saint John, San Jose, 
NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? 
We are looking for a couple of 
dynamic people to come work in 
our team. Top 
S.
 Call 654-9635. 
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR 
with scheduled increases. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 





Credit Union / Paid Vacations 
Medical/Dental Insurance 
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS! 
Apply: Mom - Fri. 8am - 
5pm.  
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Scott 
Blvd. Santa Clara. 
Near 101 at San 
Tomas  Expressway. 
LEAD VALETS/ PARKING 
attendants needed,  good,
 flexible 
hours, great job for students. 








World  Schools is hiring 
substitute 
teachers  for our 
14
 
preschool & school -age daycare 




 Soc. or Ed required.
 Exp. 
preferred. This is a great position 
for students. We can work around 
your school schedule 
- even if 
you are 
only available 1 or 2 
afternoons. Call 379-3200 ext. 21. 
SEEKING SHARP INDIVIDUALS to 
market 
prepaid  long distance 
phone cards. 
Possible  $2000.+ 




potential. Home Typists/PC 
users. Toll Free 1-800-898-
















 SHIPS HIRING -
Earn
 up to $2,000+/month.
 
World travel. 
Seasonal  & 
full-time  
positions. No exp necessary. 









Asian couples need your 
help 
to conceive. 




 Generous stipend 
and expenses 
paid. Please call 





 energetic, have 
a 






valet for weddings,  exclusive 
private parties, and at on
-going  
locations
 in Los Gatos area. P/T 





Call Mike  510.866-7275. 
EARN 
81500.00  WEEKLY  
working at 
home!  Ten best 
opportunities for starting a home 
business. For FREE info send a 
self-addressed, stamped 
enve-
lope to: Hello -Tech, 467 Saratoga 
Ave., *237, San
 Jose, CA 95129. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students 
Needed! Fishing Industry.
 Earn up 
to $3,00046.000+ per month. 
Room and Board! Transportation! 
Male or Female.
 No experience 
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155 
eat
 A60412. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING f nsiticns 
are now available at National Parks. 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. 
Excellent benefits + bonuses! 
Cat 
1-206-545.4804 ert N60411. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK  Male 
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching bas 
conversational 
English in Japan 
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 
required.
 For information call: 
1-206632-1146 ext./60411. 







SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES 
will provide the foundation to sail 
through your accounting courses 
effortlessly. Come away with
 a 
thorough grasp of ccurse material. 
One hour appointments
 at $22.50. 
Call 374-5150. 









 or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486. 
so% oiscouNn 
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
 






Expires June 1st, 1995. 
4083783500
 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. #17, 
Campbell, CA 95008. 
MEN 8 WOMEN- BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing,  tweezing or 
using 
chemicals.
 Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted
 hair. 
Back-
 Chest Lip 
Bikini - Chin -
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 
price  if made before June
 1. 
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,  
621 E. Campbell 
Ave. #17. 





 Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great 
Rates  for Good Drivers.' 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good
 Student" "Family Multi -car"
 






Also open Saturdays 9-2.
 
SPORTS/THRILLS  
LEARN TO FLY 
SQUADRON TWO FLYING
 CLUB 
San Jose International Airport 
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dies 
$100 
Per Year. 
 Personalized Rofessicnal Iris/Junco 
*
Competitive  Rates 
* Introductory night 
$35 
.22 Planes To Choose From 




 CA Toll!) 
(408)275-0300.  
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is 
nothing  compared to 





 Turbine Aircraft. 







YEARS  EXPERIENCE 
Word Processing.
 
Only ten minutes from campus 
(Cupertino/West San Jose area). 





 and MLA. 
Days and evenings,  seven clays. 
Suzanne 996-1686. 
PROOFREADING  EDITING 
& Word Processing. 
Get your papers edited before 
they are graded; A polished 
paper 
improves grades. 
Free pickup and delivery. 

















All  formats. Experienced. 
dependable, quick return. 
Almaden/Branham area. 
Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
Please leave message. 
To.lo's Word Processing Service 
Incredible student rates on 
resumes and school papers. 
Add color to 
your reports at a low 
cost. Ask about our resume 
and 
school  paper programs!! 
CALL TODAY (408) 937-7201. 




Specialist  for 
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes 
APA  Turanian  MLA 




10 minutes from campus! 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English papers/theses 
our specialty. Laser printing. 
Free
 
spell check and storage.
 APA. 
Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes, editing, 
graphics  
and other services 
available. 







 W/4MB.RAM, 2' 
CD Ran 
Mator,  14.4 m(yn. & mucr 
more. Call 288-8592. 81200. oto. 
SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL
 GUITARIST now 
accept.ng  students who wish to 
excel in 





 or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues,
 Rock. 
Fusion.
 Funk. Reggae. 
or
 Folk. 














-A770NAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Med your ad 
here.













































thellIth  day, 
rate Increases
 by $1 
per  day. 
First line (25 




 for no extra charge 










 $70  
10-14







































 in Dwight  Bentel Hall, Room 209 
 
Deadline




 All ads are 
prepaid   No 
refunds






























































 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed 
















 for 3 
days, as a 



















call  Dave 
Bolick,  
510-601.9554. 
Emergencies  0.K 
VISA/MASTERCARD.
 FAX. 
RESUME PREPARATION by 
member 
of
 Prof. Assn,  Resume
 
Writers.






CRIME PREVENTION PFOMATKIN 
1-900422-00PS
 








$1.70- min. (9-min max) 
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone 




ASSISTANCE  any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades
 when help is just a 
call
 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher)
 assists with 




















 Call today 
for 
free
 phone consultation: 


























Real,  Santa Clara 
Mon.  En:
 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4. 
261-4430. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 







 by Packaging 
Industry! 
Enroll







 and Fall 1996.
 Graduates 





For details. contact 
Dr. Jorge 
Marcondes, Packaging Program 
Coordinator at 
408/924-3210,  
IS 207 or CCB 200. 
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 
Billion 
in
 prvate sector 
grants  and 

















For Your Education! 
Apply for your share in millions of 
unclaimed private sector aid. Call 
Scholarship  Resource Services, 
408-261-8676. 
GUARANTEED 








wart!  Cal' now! 
UFO NETWORK 
53.0-657.-3773 
Certain advertisements in 
these columns may refer the 






Classified readers shook' be 
reminded that, when making 
these
 further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information
 before sending 




 readers should 














5 Wolf's call 
9 Step 
heavily  











20 Quick look 
21 Part of a 
min 

























































7 0 Lazy 
71 Mild oath 
answer., appear




PUZZLE  SOLVED 
MMW MUM MCKIM 
WM00 MOM OMM 
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40 Little "piggy' 
42 
Have








50 Jan  ucan pop 
mu -


















Part  of a grove 
64 Reagan's 
Star  


















































director.  His earlier 
experience
 has been an 
"asset,"  
but  he attributes 
much
 what he 




 who emphasized 
working  with the 
people.
 
"I realize that 
Spartan
 Stores is a 
business, but Mr. 
Zant's  philosophz 
is now where 
we're  heading, 
Duval said. 
Dining Services 
Director  Jerry 
Mimnaugh  calls the last 
three  years 
a time of downsizing
 and reform-
ing the Spartan 
Shops  structure, 
"due to certain 
financial realities. 
We have cut
 back on full-time
 
employees





Duval, feels the 
future of 
Spartan  Shops lies in its 
interrelation
 with students. 
"We want to encourage
 students 
to be more open 
about what they 









 at SJSU, with 
around
 600 student employees, 
Mimnaugh  said. 
"Construction  last year led to a 6 
percent decline in food 
sales," 
Mimnaugh 
said.  As the campus 
becomes 
more
 unified, he sees an 
increase  in sales 
coming.
 "The new 
atmosphere
 is more 





pointed  out included 
the expansion
 of the of student 




halls  along with 
the addition of Asian
 and Mexican 
food 
outlets. 
Expansion  into 
MacQuarrie 
Hall in 
the form of a 
yogurt and 
sandwich
 shop is 





 is the "last area
 of availability 
for dining- 
services,"  Mimnaugh 
said. 
Sub-contracting out Jazzland 
Coffee to 
three locations on cam-
pus 
has also been a 
success and 




coffee  shops are not only 
successful







improvements  can be 
attributed 
to the Spartan 
Pubs' 
new image, allowing 
people under 
21 years of 
age  to dine there. 
"With more people 
heading  
downtown 
for entertainment, we 
needed 
to make changes
 to keep 
the Pub a equitable
 entity, "he said. 
Student 
employees of Spartan 
Shops  pointed toward 
recent  
old) Market or by phoning (408) 
'27,-6090.
 
Those interested in 
special  
group 





 is limited. Advanced 
purchase
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UNION EACH DAY 0 




PREVENTION  AND 
AIDS. RELATEC 
SERVICES

























12:00-1:30  Pm 
10 Tuesday, November 28, 1995 
Sari Jose State 




From  page 1 
lit!,I
 
un thinking, if! kill her 
ITI going 




only  thing I 
could think 










 believe this 
woman ssas telling me I was going 
to die," she said. 















s.iid. "it  was 
nobody's fault. Nh infection






hat I allowed to 
happen,  so Its kind 
01
 hard to be 
pissed off about it.  
Last sear, she
 was diagnosed 
with AIDS.  She said 
her  life is ver',. 
good
 right now and she uses her 
vs, periences





1 hope I I .130(1%
 is




 is worth 
going through a terminal illness," 
Smith
 said. "I hope 
to God that 
those of you who 














 he. said. 
"AIDS  tends to be 
something  you 
don't 
think  about in a 
normal day, 
hut she (S  
h)
 brought it to the 
forefront."
 
Marie -Rose Karamai than, an 
advertising major who 
attended 
the lecture, agreed. 
1 thought it was
 great. I think 
it's important 
for people to know 
that if you 
have AIDS, you're not 
going to just die. There are 
steps  
you can take to lead a normal life," 
she said. 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK AT SJSU 
IN Today,






 Panel featuring Bonnie Fergusson 
from  the Haight-Ashbury 
clinic, Christopher Wilder and Joey Tranchina from
 the San Jose and 
San Mateo county, needle exchange programs. 
 Thursday.
 Nov. 30 5p.m.-6p.m. RSIS will host a 
call -in question  and 
answer show with members of the Peer Education Program. 
 Thursday, Nov. 30, 6-7:30 p.m. 
Umunhum




Real  World III will 
speak




with Pedro Zamora,  an
 




 in the AflicanAmerican community. 
MI Friday. Dec. 1, World 






be closed as 
part





of the many 
people iii 










From page 1 
course numbers, sections, depart-
ments, days, times, 
buildings
 or a 
combination of 
those.  
Students can create a class 
schedule to fit their specific 
needs. 
Matthews updates the program 
every week, adding
 new classes or 
subtracting deleted ones. 
The CWS
 is not completely user-
friendly,





 of the program makes 
it 
easier.
 A list of classes 
is put 
together by working
 the different 
columns left 
to
 right to form a sen-
tence. 
It reads "View 
Spring  1996 
schedule 
of
 classes whose 
...."  
Then the 
user  completes the 
sen-





 and different con-
junctions  to expand




 also offers a 
schedule of classes on the 
Web. 
!his site is mote 













Op,  ii 









edu/  students 
can browse either
 the entire SJSU 
schedule or choose a specific
 
department. 
'If you're interested in political 
science, you 
shouldn't  have to buy 
a 500 -page catalog." said 
Tom 
Fairbanks




University  site also 
has 
complete  information 
about 
every program
 and course offered 
by Continuing
 Education, such as 
those offered in "Take 
Charge!"  or 
the winter and 
summer  programs. 
"We're  in the 
process
 of of Iiiik-
ing all of it with 










 a Web brows-
er with the akin', to 
view tables, 
such  as Nets( ape or Mosaic,
 can 
check 
out the schedule on the 
College of Business' home page, 
said Dave Rickling, network man-






chedule/spr96/ this schedule 
most closely resembles the page by 
page 
format  found in the current 
class schedule in the 
bookstore. 
"It's 
familiar  to what 
students
 are 
used to purchasing," 
Rickling said. 
The classes are 
updated
 weekly 
and are linked to 
course descrip-
tions and 





 just beginning 
to
 get 
excited about this 
stuff," Matthews 
said. He plans to develop the
 pro-
gram so that students can 
register 








rights  of women
 and minorities 
From page 1 
was born in Boulder, Colo., on 
Feb. 10, 1926. Her family moved to 
Cincinnati when she was
 12. She 
graduated from the University of 
Cincinnati in 1946,  and earned a 
master's at Columbia 
University's  
Graduate 
School  of Journalism in 
1947.  
After four years as a staff writer 
for 
the  Watertown 
Times
 in New 
York, she returned
 to what Rinn 
called her







 at the University 
of 
Chicago,
 where she earned a mas-
ter's in 
1954 and a 
doctorate  in 
1960. 
Dr. Rinn then
 came to SJSU. As 
a member of 
the  board that devel-




 the 1970s and 
'80s, Dr. Rinn worked to broaden 
the 
scope of the program 
to 
include 
multidisciplinary  and mul-
tiethnic 
studies.  










 the SJSU 
women's History Week 
Award  "for 
contributions 
to the advancement 
of women." From 1985-1993, she 






poetry  and academic 
news.  
Retired English professor John 
Calm, whose late 
wife,  Sybil Weir, 
was also a colleague
 of Dr. Rhin's, 
said she was not only an advocate 
of women 
and minority rights, but 
she distinguished herself as a femi-
nist  because she made her 
points  




 said she also was a heck of a 
poker player. For more than 20 
years,
 she organized a monthly 
women's poker circle that traveled
 
from household to 
household.  
"Students,
 faculty, and countless 
other friends loved her," Galin 
said. "A lot of people 
will miss 
those  poker games, and all of us 
will miss her." 
A memorial service for Dr. Rinn
 
will be held at 11 a.m., 
Dec.  9 in 
the engineering auditorium,
 room 






find out what students need
 or want 
From page 1 
Spart.ui
 Shops I, r
 i 













 revenues funds 
throughout
 the campus. 
Duval 
has unveiled many new 
plans to 




 starts with the
 stu-
dents," he 
said "This is why
 we've 
decided to 
conduct  student 
surveys
 
to find out 
what (students) want. 
An example




Spartan  Bookstore 
now matches 
any price on 
textbooks  plus refund 
differences of 
an additional 10 per-
cent. 
"We 
are  also letting the 
public 
know through 
advertising  that we 
have the 
largest
 supply of study 
aids in the 




sories," Duval said. 
Spartan 
Shops  is also responsi-








unfortunately  we 
must 
compete
 against venues like 
Shoreline,




tive director's job in 1988, worked 
eight years prior 
to that as the 
Choraliers
 
From page 1 
Amos 
who  will conduct the con-
cert choir, 
chorale









jenny  Rutledge, a 
soprano, said 
this
 event is very spe-
cial for everyone 
because  It s  the 
beginning of the 
Christmas season, 
and St. Joseph Cathedral
 is such a 
spectacular and beautiful 
place." 
The music will 
include 
liesperae solennes de 
confessore"
 
by Mozart; the international carol 
medley  "Joy to All the World," by 
faculty
 member Craig 
Bohmler,  
the






It will be sung by the choir 
and 





West Coast premiere of Emma Lou 
Diemer's 
"Feast
 of Christmas" sung 
by the Choraliers and a 20-minute 
prelude by the SJSU 
Tutti  
directed by SJSU flute
 teacher 
Isabella 









 to be used by 
for  
the




 are: general 
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changes having a negative effect 
Ott moral in the
 workplace. 
One 
employee,  who wished to 
remain 
anonymous
 because of a 
fear of being "blacklisted," said a 
"certain 
disparity
 exists between 
student 
employees  and their 
employers." 
The student stressed 
three areas: 
cutbacks,  a failed com-




 and a pay-
freeze for the disparity.
 
"All of this reconstructing has 
lead to upper
 management being 
out-of -touch with those who work 
for them," the student said. 
Marcel Mario, who works in 
the 
computer department of Spartan 
Bookstore, said she liked her job 
but felt there was a lack of organi-
zation and said people call in sick 
too much. 
Jennifer Franklin, student super-
visor in Customer Service, said she 




nient for students and they work 
around your schedule. I've 
never 
had
 any problems with manage-
ment. I come to work, do my job 
and leave." 
Future plans 
for  Spartan Shops 
include 
implementing  student 
cards that can 
be




facilities and to 
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THERE WILL BE A 
TABLE IN FRONT 
OF THE STUDENT 
UNION EACH DAY OF 

















ARTHUR  HUNG -RED CROSS 
CERTIFIED HIWA.I.D.S. 
INSTRUCTOR
 ALONG WITH 












ASSOCIATED  STIMEN rS PROGRAM 
BOARD  PRESENT:, 
NOVEMBER 27- DECEMBER 
1 
THE FUSE HAS BEEN LIT. THE VIRUS IS 
SPREADING. ALMOST 
500,000 PEOPLE 
HAVE BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH 





MILLION AMERICANS, I IN 
EVERY 
250,
 ARE INFECTED WITH HIV.
 
PREVENTION THROUGH 
EDUCATION IS THE 
KEY TO DEFUSING THE BOMB 
BEFORE  IT 
EXPLODES AND







NEEDLE EXCHANGE PANEL 
FEATURING BONNIE FERGUSSON 
FROM THE 
HAIGHT- ASHBURY CLINIC A 
FOUNDING MEMBER
 OF THE 
LARGEST 
NEEDLE  EXCHANGE 
PROGRAM IN NORTH AMERICA AND
 
ALSO,.. 4111/41STOPHER
 WILDER & 
JOEY TRACHINA
 FROM SAN JOSE 
& SAN MATEO 
COUNTY NEEDLE 








FROM  MTV'S REAL 
WORLD  WILL SPEAK 
ABOUT
 THE THREAT OF 
AIDS.
 
IN THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
 
COMMUNITY,
 HIS EXPERIENCE 
OF LIVING 
WITH AN HIV 
POSITIVE  PERSON (PEDRO 
ZAMORA),
 AND HOW TO 
DEAL WITH 
A. I .D.S./HIV.
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 THE STUDENT 
UNION
 EACH DAY OF 









































JED S I 1.IDENTS PROGRAM 




THE FUSE HAS 






DIAGNOSED  WITH A.I.D.S IN 
AMERICA AS OF DECEMBER
 1994. AN 
ESTIMATED
 1 MILLION 
AMERICANS,  1 IN 
EVERY  250, ARE 
INFECTED




 IS THE 
KEY TO DEFUSING
 THE BOMB BEFORE IT 
EXPLODES








NEEDLE EXCHANGE PANEL 
FEATURING
 BONNIE FERGUSSON 
FROM THE 





LARGEST NEEDLE EXCHANGE 
PROGRAM
 IN NORTH AMERICA AND 
ALSO 
CORISTOPHER WILDER & 
JOEY TRANCHINA FROM SAN 
JOSE
 
& SAN MATEO 





UMUNHUM ROOM 1 2:00 -1:30PM 
Nov. 30 
MOHAMMED BILAL FROM MTV'S REAL 
WORLD WILL 
SPEAK ABOUT  THE THREAT OF 
A.I.D.S 
IN THE AFRICAN AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY, HIS EXPERIENCE 
OF LIVING 
WITH AN HIV POSITIVE PERSON (PEDRO 
ZAMORA), AND
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ACCESSIBLE 
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NEEDING




408  924 6260 AS 
snom AS F.OSSIBLE 
